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Executive Summary

The focus of this report will be the presentation of the quantitative and qualitative
findings from the In2Books teacher survey, based on the perceptions of 137 participating
Washington D.C. area teachers. The major goal of this survey was to examine teachers'
reactions to and experiences in using the In2Books (12B) program and its associated practices.

A brief scannable survey was developed to assess teachers' reactions to the 12B program.
The closed-ended part of the survey consisted of 65 items pertaining to events specific to 12B
training and program implementation, including: training sessions, publications, textbooks,
introduction to students, resources, instructional practices, and informal assessments. Open-
ended items offered respondents the opportunity to identify and elaborate on strengths and
weaknesses of 12B and offer recommendations for improvement. Open-ended topics included
the extent to which the required literacy program is consistent or inconsistent with In2Books,
most and least consistent areas, most and least valuable areas of 12B, pedagogical changes, and
suggestions for improving various components of In2Books.

Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were based on data from 137 of the original
161 Washington D.C. teachers using In2Books. The other 24 respondents consisted of 1stgrade,
5thgrade, and after-school teachers (including those teachers who indicated that they taught 2nd

through 4thgrade, in addition to 1s\ 5th,or the after-school program). Given that the 1s\ 5th,and
after-school program were only using In2Books as informal pilots, these respondents were not
included in the formal analyses.

Quantitative Results

Demographics

Most teachers (74.5%) reported that they had been participating in In2Books for one
year. There appeared to be a fairly even representation among grade levels, with about one-third
of the respondents teaching at 2nd,3rd,and 4thgrades. About 43% of the respondents had taught
school for ten years or more.

Most teachers (71.5%) indicated that they attended all four 12B Literacy and Cognition
sessions this year. A considerable percent of the respondents (40.1 %) did not answer which
Genre sessions were attended.

About one-half (45.3%) of the In2Books teachers indicated they met as a group outside
of class once a while. Almost one-third (31.4%) of teachers reportedly never met as a group.
Likewise, nearly two-thirds (64%) of the teachers reported that they never held grade level
In2Books planning sessions at their school.

Most teachers (78.1 %) indicated that they were required to teach the Houghton-Mifflin
Literacy Program, and a few (11.7%) reported that they were required to teach the Success for
All Program.
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More than half of the teachers (51.1 %) indicated that they implemented In2Books both in
the morning and in the afternoon. Almost one-half of the teachers (48.2%) reported that they
implemented In2Books about twice per week.

Implementation of Specific In2Books Components: Yes-Uncertain-No Scale

The items that received the most positive answers were: 93% of the respondents reported
having an In2Books Bulletin Board in the classroom; 86% reported the teachers used the board
trim, 83% indicated that the In2Books feelings poster was up. Other relatively positive replies
were obtained for "using the cycle materials and changing the board (79%)," "pen pal visual
profiles were up (78%), "ln2Books mission and vision poster were up" (74%); "put exemplary
student work on the board" (69%); and "using the rubrics to individualize instruction" (62%).
The least positive responses were for "send home the backpack with a child on a regular basis"
(43%) and "backpack is an ongoing part of your classroom literacy program" (44%).

Implementation of Specific In2Books Components: Highly Useful -Not Useful at All Scale

The highest rates of usefulness (useful and highly useful combined) were obtained for
"ln2Books stationery" (93%), "Book Guides" (90%), "Student and pen pal letter copies"(88%),
"Read-alouds" (88%), "Dear Mr. Blueberry" (88%), "Cleversticks" (85%), "Library selections"
(85%), "Teacher's Guide" (84%), "ln2Books writing journal for students" (84%), "Professional
Development Seminar Handouts" (81 %), "Literacy and Cognition main room" (80%), and
"Textbooks - Strategies that Work" (80%). The least usefulness items were "Talking chips"
(45%), and "Contact teacher meetings" (53%).

Overall Implementation: Agree-Disagree Scale

Respondents gave high ratings of agreement (agree and strongly agree combined) for six
items (more than 85%). These items were: "I view the Pen Pal activity as valuable to students"
(91 %), "Student in my class like In2Books" (91 %), "I have a thorough understanding of the
In2Books program" (90%), "Materials need to implement In2Books are readily available" (90%),
"I have received adequate initial and ongoing professional development/training for
implementation of In2Books" (89%), and "I feel that In2Books is an effective program" (88%).

The least agreement (less than 60%) was about "Students families are supportive of
In2Books" (55%), and "The performance feedback I receive from In2Books is helpful in
assessing students' strengths and weaknesses in reading" (58%).

Frequency of Use: Extensively-Never Scale

In the area of instructional practice, the items that were rated frequently (extensively and
frequently combined) were "reading aloud" (83%), "explicit reading comprehension instruction"
(79%), "introduce and review vocabulary concepts" (76%), and "questions that are planned and
allow for higher-level thinking" (74%). Only 45% of the respondents used "cooperative
learning" frequently.
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In tenns of infonnal assessments, less than half of the respondents (48%) used "infonnal
authentic assessment" frequently; around sixty-eight percent (68%) used "writing and story
conferences with students" frequently.

Other Quantitative Analyses

Inferential statistics: A comparison of years participating

Those teachers who participated in In2Books for two years or more tended to give
significantly higher ratings (according to t-tests) on their understanding of the In2Books program
(t=3.27, p<O.Ol) and on the effectiveness of the program, than the teachers who participated for
one year (t=3.24, p<O.Ol). There was no statistically significant difference between the two
groups on In2Books's professional training, although there did appear to be a slight trend toward
more positive ratings for the teachers who had taught 2 years or more ~ =4.48) than teachers
who participated for one year (M=4.19).

Qualitative Analyses

Note that for the qualitative findings, the percentages represent the frequency of
responses for the category divided by the total number of responses for that particular open-
ended Question only.

Time Spent Reading and Writing

Teachers most frequently reported that they allocated approximately 90 minutes to
reading and 30 minutes to writing. The baseline (i.e., per day or per week) was unknown, except
when explicitly stated in the responses.

Whether Required Program is Consistent or Inconsistent with In2Books

On approximately two-thirds (67%) of the responses, teachers indicated that they felt
their required program was generally consistent with In2Books. In contrast, only about 12% of
the responses mentioned that the required program was generally inconsistent with In2Books.
The remaining responses were "somewhat consistent," "consistent under specific
circumstances," "don't know," or off-topic.

Most Consistent Areas

As would be expected, the most consistent areas of the required program with In2Books
commonly mentioned either writing or reading, or both. Four of the most commonly mentioned
consistencies pertained to writing: the writing process, writing the letters, writing in general, and
graphic organizers. Three other of the most common consistencies pertained to reading: reading
comprehension, the genre studies, and reading in general. (Each of these categories accounted
for between 4.9% - 6.9% of the total responses.)
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Most Inconsistent Areas

Two of the most commonly mentioned categories (accounting for approximately 27.9%
of the responses) were those that indicated that there were no inconsistencies at all (e.g.,
"None"), or that indicated that the question was not applicable ("Nt A"). Of the inconsistencies
that were noted, the most common were In2Books' s emphasis on pen pal letters (11.5%). The
next most common inconsistency pertained to ability group placement, appropriateness of
reading level/grade level (e.g., split grade classrooms needing different books for each level),
and inadequate addressing of ESL and special needs students (7.4%). Math was also one of the
most commonly noted inconsistencies (7.4%).

Most Valuable Resources

When asked to name the most valuable resources of the In2Books program, teachers most
frequently mentioned two categories: the book guides, literacy guides, teacher guides, and
handouts (22.9%), and the books themselves (17.7%). Other frequently mentioned areas
included the teacher consultants (6.5%), the pen pal letters (5.5%), the stories on tape (5.1 %),
and the professional development sessions (4.8%). Eleven responses (3.6%) stated "everything."

Undetermined

Both "the most valuable resources" and "the least valuable resources" were assessed
within the same question. Therefore, in order to account for responses in which there were
neither explicit labels, nor positive or negative context (e.g., "Information regarding the writing
process"), a new "undetermined" category was created. The most common categories of
undetermined (e.g., cannot determine if responses were for least or most valuable resources)
responses included: the book guides, the books themselves, and the textbooks (e.g., the Writing
Process).

Least Valuable Resources

Once again, given that "the most valuable resources" and "the least valuable resources"
were assessed within the same question, it should be noted that teachers listed approximately five
times fewer least valuable responses (57) than they did most valuable responses (293).
Moreover, one of the most commonly mentioned answers in response to the "least valuable" part
of the question indicated that, in fact, there were no least valuable resources (14%). Of those that
were listed, the most common included the training sessions (19.3%), followed by the books
(12.3%), that in specific cases were noted too easy or too hard. Other common responses
included the pen pal letters, the blue backpacks, the scoring rubric, and the paperwork.

Whether Changes in Classroom Teaching Practices Have Been Made

Most teachers indicated that pedagogical changes have indeed occurred as a result of
In2Books (61.8%). Less than 8.4% of the total responses indicated that no pedagogical changes
had occurred. Approximately 22.7% of responses did not directly answer the question and were
categorized as off-topic. Off-topic responses included perceived outcomes and effects on
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students and teachers, as well as the source of the changes in teaching practice (i.e., training,
handouts, presenters, etc.).

Perceived Pedagogical Changes

The most commonly reported pedagogical change was an increase in open-ended higher
level questioning (5.8% of all responses). This was followed in frequency by broadly general
responses, such as, "My teaching practices have strengthened throughout the year" (4.9%).
Other most commonly mentioned pedagogical changes included an increase in the amount of
time spent on writing, improvements in teaching writing skills (4.4%), an increased focus on
writing (4%), and the emphasis on the genre studies (3.6%).

Suggestions for Improving Professional Development

Most responses offered no suggestions, and/or offered praise for the training (19.1 %). Of
those responses that did offer suggestions, the most common (16.5%) pertained to the scheduling
of the classes, the need for flexibility, the length of and time-consuming nature of the training,
and the need for shorter, fewer sessions overall. Other common responses pertained to
suggestions for improving the quality of the sessions (13.3%), including consistency, interest,
and relevance, among others. This was followed in frequency by concerns regarding the location
of the sessions and the class size (10.1 %), as well as suggestions for specific content to be
covered (7.4%).

Suggestions for Improving Rubrics

More than half of the responses (53.8%) did not offer suggestions for improving the
rubrics, but rather included general praise/criticism for the rubrics, responses that explicitly
stated "none" or "not applicable," estimates of regularity of rubric use, and off-topic responses.
The remaining 46.2% of the responses were actual suggestions. Of the 85 suggestions that were
offered, the most common pertained to improving the brevity, simplicity, and clarity of the
rubrics (17 .9%). Teachers also suggested that the rubrics be better aligned with standards (5.4%
of all responses), and that the rubrics be improved for reliability in scoring (4.9%).
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In2Books Teacher Survey:
Qualitative and Quantitative Synthesis

Introduction

The focus of this report will be the presentation of the quantitative and qualitative
findings from the In2Books teacher survey, based on the perceptions of 137 participating
Washington D.C. area teachers. The major goal of this research was to evaluate teachers'
reactions to and experiences in using the In2Books program and its associated practices.

Evaluation Questions

For this part of the evaluation, the design and methodology was oriented around the
following two research questions:

1. What are participating teacher experiences with and reactions to In2Books (12B)? What
components of the professional development are regarded as potentially most valuable?
What improvements are needed to increase the effectiveness and utility of the
professional development?

2. During the school year, what components of the program are regarded by 12B teachers as
most useful and least useful? Which specific practices taught in 12B professional
development offerings are most and least frequently used in actual classroom instruction?

Method

Design. This aspect of the basic evaluation design involved collection of survey data
from a sample of In2Books teachers.

Teacher survey. A brief scannable survey was developed to assess teachers' reactions to
their literacy practices. The survey consisted of both closed-ended (Likert-type ratings) and
open-ended items. The closed-ended part of the survey consisted of 65 items pertaining to
events specific to 12B training and program implementation, including, among other topics:
training sessions, publications, textbooks, introduction to students, resources, instructional
practices, and infonnal assessments. Open-ended items offered respondents the opportunity to
identify and elaborate on strengths and weaknesses of 12B and offer recommendations for
improvement. Open-ended topics included the extent to which the required program is
consistent or inconsistent with In2Books, most and least consistent areas, most and least valuable
areas, pedagogical changes, and suggestions for improving various components of In2Books,
such as professional development and rubrics.

Procedure. Teachers completed the teacher survey during an In2Books professional
development function.

Sample and data exclusions. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were based on
data from 137 of the original 161 Washington D.C. teachers using In2Books. The other 24
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respondents consisted of 1st grade, 5thgrade, and after-school teachers (including those teachers
who indicated that they taught 2nd through 4th grade, in addition to 1st, 5th, or the after-school

program). Given that the 1st, 5th, and after-school program were only using In2Books as
informal pilots, these respondents were not included in the formal analyses.

Quantitative Results

Demographic Data

. Years of teaching experience. At the time of the study, 43.8% of the respondents had
taught school for ten years or more. Approximately 18.3% had taught between nine and
four years. About 37.2% of teachers had taught for three years or less. See Table 1 in
Appendix A.

. Current grade level. There appeared to be a fairly even representation among grade
levels. Almost one-third (32.8%) of respondents indicated they taught second grade,
almost one third (32.8%) taught third grade, and 26.3% fourth grade. The remaining 8%
taught more than one grade.

. Years participating in In2Books. The majority of teachers (74.5%) reported that they had
been participating in In2Books for one year. The remaining 25% of teachers indicated
that they had participated for two years or more, including one respondent who had
participated for at least four years.

. Literacy and Cognition sessions attended. Most teachers (71.5%) indicated that they
attended all four Literacy and Cognition sessions this year. Approximately 10.2%
reported having attended the first three cycles only, and about 8% indicated that they only
attended the fourth cycle. The rest of the respondents attended Cycle 1 only, Cycle 3
only, a combination of two of the four Cycles, or three of the four cycles.

. Genre sessions attended. As for which genre sessions were attended this year, a
considerable percent (40.1 %) of the respondents did not answer this question. Less than
one-fifth (19%) of the respondents attended all three cycles. It appears that the most
commonly attended single cycle was Cycle 1. Approximately 11.7% attended Cycle 1
only, as compared to 2.9% for Cycle 2 only, and 5.8% for Cycle 3 only. The remaining
20.4% of the respondents attended combinations of two of the three cycles.

. Groups meetings outside of class. About one-half (45.3%) of the In2Books teachers
indicated they met as a group outside of class once a while. Considerably fewer
In2Books teachers indicated that they met outside of class weekly (11.7%) or monthly
(8.8%). Almost one-third (31.4%) of teachers reportedly never met as a group.

. Grade-level planning sessions. Nearly two-thirds (64%) of the teachers reported that
they never held grade level In2Books planning sessions at their school. Almost 25% of
the teachers reported that grade level sessions were held once in a while. About 5.8%
indicated that they were held weekly, and 4.4% reported monthly sessions.
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. Required literacy program. Most teachers (78.1 %) indicated that they were required to
teach the Houghton-Mifflin Literacy Program, and a few (11.7%) reported that they were
required to teach the Success for A1l Literacy Program. Additiona1ly, 6.6% of teachers
were required to teach both the Houghton-Mifflin Literacy Program, and America's
Choice.

. Time of Day In2Books Was Implemented. More than half of the teachers (51.1 %)
indicated that they implemented In2Books both in the morning and in the afternoon.
Approximately 27% implemented In2Books in the morning only, and 19.7%
implemented in the afternoon only.

. Frequency of In2Books Implementation. Almost one-half of the teachers (48.2%)
reported that they implemented In2Books about twice per week. About 22.6% indicated
that they implemented only once a week, whereas 14.6% reporting that they implemented
In2Books daily. Just 10.2% reported implementing less than once per week.

Implementation of Specific In2Books Components: Yes-Uncertain-No Scale

The next section of items asked teachers to rate several specific components of In2Books
implementation, according to a 3-point scale, ranging from "Yes" to "Uncertain" to "No." See
Table 2 in Appendix A.

. Findings revealed that almost a1l respondents (92.7%) indicated that they have an
In2Books Bu1letin Board in their classroom. (Only 3.6% reported they did not.)
Moreover, most teachers reported that the pen pal visual profiles are displayed (78.1 %).
Similarly, most reported that the In2Books mission and vision poster is up (73.7%), and
that the feelings poster is up (82.5%). Most teachers also reported that they use the board
trim (86.1 %), that they use the cycle materials and change the board (78.8%), and that
they put exemplary student work on the board (69.3%). About 62% of teachers reported
that they use the rubrics to individualize instruction, whereas 28.5% reported that they
did not.

. On the other hand, less than half of teachers (43.8%) reported that the In2Books banner
was up at their school, and 36.5% reported that it was not. (The remaining 16.1 % were
unsure.) The least fully implemented component appeared to be the backpacks. About
43.1 % reported that they send the backpack home with a child on a regular basis. A
greater percent of teachers reported that they did not (47.4%). Likewise, only about
43.8% of teachers reported that the backpack was an ongoing part of their literacy
program; about 46.7% reported it was not.

Implementation of Specific In2Books Components: Highly Useful -Not Useful at All Scale

The next section of items asked teachers to rate several specific components of In2Books
implementation, according to a five-point scale ranging from "Highly Useful" to "Not Useful at
All." See Table 3 in Appendix A for a summary of the responses.
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. In-Person Sessions. Most teachers reported that they found the Literacy and
Cognition main room sessions (79.6%) and breakout room sessions (73%) either
useful or highly useful. Most also found the summer introductory sessions useful or
highly useful (69.3%). Seemingly fewer (just over one-half) of the teachers
reportedly felt that the genre seminars main room sessions (54%) and breakout
sessions (51 %) were useful or highly useful.

. In-2Books Publications. Almost all (92%) teachers indicated that the book guides
were useful; 70% indicated they were very useful. Additionally, most teachers
indicated that the teacher's guide (84%) and the professional development seminar
handouts (81 %) were useful or very useful. Textbooks. Moreover, both textbooks
(i.e., "Strategies that Work," and "The Writing Process") were perceived to be useful
or highly useful by 80% of the teachers.

. Introducing the Program to Students. Most teachers indicated that they found Dear
Mr. BluebelTY (88.3%) and Cleversticks (85.4%) to be either useful or highly useful.
In fact, 60.6% of all respondents found Dear Mr. BluebelTY to be highly useful, and
51.1 % of all respondents found Cleversticks to be highly useful. Many also found the
Nina letter (62.1%) and the Family Guide (61.4%) to be useful or highly useful.

. Resources. Most teachers found the following resources to be highly useful or useful:
the In2Books stationery (92.7%), the student and pen pal letter copies (88.3%), read-
alouds (87.6%), the library selections (84.7%), and the In2Books writing journal for
students (83.9%). Additionally, many teachers found the blue pouches (74.5%) the
pick-up box in the office (72.3%), and the writing journal for teachers (70.8%) to be
useful. The resources with the lowest percent indicating usefulness were: the Talking
chips (44.5%), the contact teacher meetings (53.2%), and the participation poster
(53.3%).

Overall Implementation: Agree-Disagree Scale

The fourth section of items asked In2Books teachers to rate the extent to which they
agreed or disagreed with 10 global statements regarding implementation of the In2Books
program, according to a five-point scale ranging from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree."
See Table 4 in Appendix A for a summary of the responses.

. Almost all the respondents agreed that their students like In2Books (91.2%). They
also overwhelmingly agreed that the Pen Pal activity is valuable to students (91.3%).
(In both cases, more than half of the teachers strongly agreed with the two
statements.) Overall, most teachers agreed that they perceive In2Books to be an
effective program (87.6%).

. As for teacher knowledge, most teachers agreed that they have a thorough
understanding ofIn2Books (89.8%) and that they have received adequate initial and
ongoing professional development/training for implementation of In2Books (89.1 %).
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. As for resources, most teachers also agreed that materials needed to implement
In2Books are readily available (89.7%).

. Further, many teachers also agreed that their principal is supportive of In2Books
(76.7%), and that student achievement has been positively impacted by In2Books
(73.8% ).

. In comparison, fewer teachers agreed (57.6%), however, that the performance
feedback from In2Books was helpful in assessing students' strengths and weaknesses
in reading. Fewer (54.7%) also agreed that students' families are supportive of
In2Books. Still, over half of the teachers did agree or strongly agree with these items.

Frequency of Use: Extensively-Never scale

The final section of the closed-ended items asked In2Books teachers to rate the perceived
frequency of their use of seven instructional practices and two informal assessments, which were
of relevance to In2Books. These items were rated along a five-point scale ranging from
"Extensively" to "Never." See Table 5 in Appendix A for a summary of the responses.

. Many of the teachers (ranging from 59.9% to 82.5%) indicated that they used the
following six instructional practices either "frequently" or "extensively." Moreover,
for these six instructional practices, only 2.9% of the teachers or less, denoted
"rarely" or "never."

o Most teachers agreed that they read aloud either frequently or extensively
(82.5%). Likewise, explicit reading comprehension instruction was also used
frequently or extensively, according to most of the teachers (78.9%). In
addition, many noted that they frequently or extensively introduced and
reviewed vocabulary concepts (75.9%), and that they plan questions and allow
for higher level thinking (73.7%). Many also indicated that they use
cooperative learning frequently or extensively (67.9%). Over half of the
teachers (59.9%) claimed to use step-by-step instruction in process writing
frequently or extensively.

. On the other hand, less than half (45.3 %) of the teachers claimed to use reading and
writing extension activities on a frequent or extensive basis; approximately 15%
indicated that such instruction was rarely if ever used.

. As for informal assessments, about half of the teachers noted extensive or frequent
use of writing and story conferences with students (51.1 %), in addition to another
27.7% of teachers who noted occasional use. Likewise, only 46% of teachers
indicated frequent or extensive use of informal authentic assessments, with another
one-fourth of teachers noting occasional use (24.8%), and the remaining 18.2%
indicating that such assessments were rarely or never used.
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Other Quantitative Analyses

Inferential statistics: A comparison of years participating. The goal of this analysis was to
ascertain whether teachers' perceptions of In2Books varied depending on whether teachers had
participated in In2Books for a shorter versus a longer period of time.

. Two sub-samples of teachers were identified: 1) teachers who had participated in
In2Books for one year (n=lOl), and 2) teachers who had participated in In2Books for
two years or more (n=34).

. The three dependent variables of interest were: 1) perceived understanding the
In2Books program, 2) professional training for implementation of In2Books, and 3)
perceived effectiveness of In2Books.

. Table 6 in Appendix A shows these comparisons (i.e., of having participated for one
year, versus having participated for two years or more) for each item.

. Analyses indicated that the teachers who participated in In2Books for two years or
more tended to give significantly higher ratings (according to t-tests) on two of the
three items than the teachers who participated for one year.

o Teachers who participated for two years or more responded more positively
on understanding of In2Books program (t=3.27, p<O.Ol) and the effectiveness
of In2Books program (t=3.24, p<O.01).

o There was no statistically significant difference between the two groups on
professional training for implementation of In2Books. However, there did
appear to be a trend toward more positive ratings for the teachers who had
taught 2 years or more (M =4.48) than teachers who participated for one year
(M=4.19).

o Effect sizes, were calculated and presented in the last Column of the table,
showing moderate effects on all items.
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In2Books Teacher Survey Qualitative Analysis

The following results represent a synthesis of the open-ended responses from 137 of the
original 161 teachers using In2Books. The remaining 24 respondents consisted of 1

st grade, 5th

grade, and after-school teachers (including those teachers who indicated that they taught
2nd

through 4thgrade, in addition to 1st,5th,or the after-school program). Given that the 1st,5th,and

after-school program were only using In2Books as informal pilots, these respondents were not
included in the formal analyses.

For each open-ended question, participants' responses were organized into categories and
subcategories, based on content similarity. Response frequencies within each category and
subcategory were then tallied, and percentages were tabulated out of the total number of
responses for each question. If, as was often the case, a respondent's answer consisted of
multiple responses (e.g., a series or list), each response was treated independently, and
categorized accordingly. Therefore, for several of the open-ended questions, the total number of
responses exceeds the total number of respondents. SeeTables 1-10 for frequency tables and
percent of total responses for each question.

This also means that the total number of responses is different for each question. Thus, it
is important to remember that when the text refers to a percent of the total number of responses,
it is the total number of responses for that open-ended Question onlv.

Note that the final three open-ended questions on the survey (Suggestions for Improving
Pen Pal Activities, Other Areas, and Whether Planning to Participate in In2Books Next Year)
were not synthesized, at the request of In2Books.

Results

Time Spent on Reading and Writing

For these two items, the number of responses was identical to the number of respondents,
because no respondent indicated multiple responses (although ranges of times were common).

For both of these items, responses were categorized based on whether one time period or
a range of times was indicated. Therefore, according to Figure 1 and Figure 2, values that
represent ranges of time (e.g., "30-45") represent any response worded as a range that fit within
the appropriate maximum and minimum (e.g., "30-45" included the following responses: 30-35,
35-40,40-45, 30-40, 35-45, or 30-45, but not 30 or 45 alone.) See Figures 1 and 2.

Time spent reading. Teachers were asked to report how much time (in minutes) they
allocate to reading in their required literacy program. Given the wording of this question, it was
not possible to determine respondents' baseline (i.e., per day or per week), unless specifically
stated. Teachers most frequently (on 42.3% of all responses) indicated that they allocated 90
minutes to reading. This was followed in frequency by 60 minutes (20.4%) and 45 (8.76%)
minutes.
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Figure 1.

Frequency of Teacher Responses
Time Spent on Reading
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Number of Minutes

'Note. "Other" refers to: "9 hours" and "3-4 hours per week"

Time spent writing. Teachers were then asked to report how much time (in minutes) they
allocate to writing in their required program. Again, given the wording of this question, it was not
possible to determine respondents' baseline (i.e., per day or per week), unless specifically stated.
Teachers most frequently indicated that they allotted 30 minutes to writing (32.8% of the total
responses). The next three most frequent responses occurred with nearly the same frequency: 45
minutes (13.9%),15-30 minutes (13.1%), and 60 minutes (12.4%). Thus it appears that most
In2Books teachers (68.8%) al10tted 45 minutes or less to writing (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2.

Frequency of Teacher Comments
Time Spent on Writing
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'Notes. "Other" refers to other comments, including: "mixed in the program," "some form of w rning all day long," and "varies."

"The follow ing responses were not included in the tabulation.
1) Those 5 responses that noted considerably wider ranges: "5-30 (fluctuates)," "30 min. - 2 hrs.," "depends 30 - 60 minutes,"

"30 to 45 min. or an hour," and "30 - 60 min. per day."
2) Those 4 responses that w ere noted to be tallied according to minutes/hours per week: ""60-90 min.lw eek (not including writing

skills instruction)," "2 hrs a week," "2-3 hrs," and "2-4 hours a wk."

"'Of the responses that w ere included in the frequency tabulation, one of the "30 minutes" respondents wrote, "30 addnional per day;"
one of the "45-60 minutes" respondents wrote, "40-60 minutes;" one of the "60 minutes" respondents wrote, "60 min. (supposedly)"

Consistencies and Inconsistencies

The next items asked respondents to indicate (and explain) whether they perceived their
required program to be generally consistent or generally inconsistent with In2Books, and to
subsequently list the most consistent and inconsistent areas. As expected, multiple responses
were common.

Whether required program is consistent or inconsistent with In2Books. On
approximately two-thirds (67%) of the responses, teachers felt that their required program was,
in fact, generally consistent with In2Books. Another 14% of the responses indicated it was
somewhat consistent (i.e., there were some consistencies, and some inconsistencies). In contrast,
only about 12% of the responses mentioned that the required program was generally inconsistent
with In2Books (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3
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Most consistent areas. As expected, the areas perceived to be most consistent with
In2Books pertained directly or indirectly to reading and/or writing. In fact, nearly 21.9% of all
the responses directly referred to writing, with another 4.9% pertaining indirectly to writing.
Likewise, approximately 21.1 % directly referred to reading, with another 15.8% pertaining
indirectly to reading. Additionally, 5.3% of all responses were direct combinations of reading
and writing, and another 16.6% indirectly pertained to both. The remaining responses were
miscellaneous (8.1 %) and other responses (6.5%).
See Table 1 in Appendix B.

. Direct writing-related responses. The writing process (6.9%), writing the friendly letters
(6.1 %), and writing in general (4.9%; e.g., "writing skills, writing activities") were three
of the most frequently cited areas perceived to be most consistent with In2Books.
Additionally, paragraph writing (2.4%) and the Writer's workshop (1.2%) were also
indicated; one additional response mentioned note taking (0.4%) as well.

. Indirect responses pertaining to writing. Use of graphic organizers were frequently
noted to be one of the most consistent areas (4.9% of the total responses), and were
categorized as indirectly pertaining to writing.
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. Direct reading-related responses. Of the reading-related responses, the most common
subcategories were comprehension (6.5%), reading in general (5.3%; e.g., "reading the
books," "critical reading,"), read alouds (3.2%), and the book selections, stories, and
topics (3.2%). Additional responses were more specific, including comparing stories to
other texts (1.2%), revisiting the text (0.8%), and story elements (0.8%).

. Indirect responses pertaining to reading. Several responses indirectly pertained to
reading, including references to genre studies as a whole (5.3%) and to responses that
specificaHy mentioned social studies and geography only (3.2%), both social studies and
science (2%), language arts (1.6%), science only (1.2%), biography (1.2%), and folk tales
(1.2%).

. Direct combined reading-writing responses. Another 5.3% of aH the responses pertained
directly to a combination of both reading and writing, e.g., "Focuses on the
reading/writing connection."

. Indirect responses that pertained to combined reading/writing. Other responses such as
questioning (4% of all the responses), and responding to the text and stories (2.4%)
indirectly pertained to both reading and writing. Similarly, other consistent areas
included rubrics and scoring (3.2%), higher-level thinking (2%), making connections
(2%), vocabulary (2%), grammar, mechanics, punctuation, and/or spe11ing skills (2%),
and summarization (1.6%).

. Miscellaneous. Other frequently mentioned responses included standards (1.6%), student
conferencing (1.2% ), SAT preparation (1.2%), and cooperative learning/collaborative
groups (.8%).

. Other. The remaining responses consisted of: 1) responses that were off-topic (2%), 2)
highly general/non-specific responses (e.g., "[Both] emphasize essential skills and
strategies within a standards based curriculum;" 1.2%) 3) responses indicating that
nothing was most consistent (1.2%), 4) responses indicating that everything is (or should
be) most consistent (.8%), and 5) one response indicating the question was not applicable
(.4% ).

Most inconsistent areas. The most frequently reported responses to this item were those
that indicated that there were no inconsistencies at all (e.g., "1 have found no real
inconsistencies"; "None"). These accounted for 18.9% of the total responses. Similarly, another
9.0% of the total responses indicated that the question was not applicable ("N/A"). See Table 2
in Appendix B.

The next most frequently mentioned areas were the emphasis on pen pal letters and other
writing (15.6%), timing, scheduling, and time issues in general (12.3%), reading/book
inconsistencies and backpack monitoring (9%), appropriateness of reading level, ability group,
and addressing ESL and special needs students (7.4%), math (7.4%), and other responses
(20.5% ).
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. Writing. One of the most frequently noted inconsistencies was the pen pal letter writing
(11.5% of the total responses), with three teachers noting that their required program
places less emphasis on writing and/or pen pal writing, or does not allow for it at all. One
teacher discussed pen pal letter writing with regard to its lack of alignment "with as many
goals as it should, given the amount of time we spend on writing letters." Specific
concerns were also noted, including the perceived inappropriateness of the pen pals'
questions for the students' grade level, as well as the need for pen pals to address the
book more rather than ask personal questions, the need to reduce the length of the letters
by the pen pals, and the finding that the pen pals did not always answer the students'
questions. Other inconsistencies concerned story writing, and the need to focus on other
writing styles (2.5% of the total). Two responses concerned both reading and writing
(1.6% of the total), including giving both a real-world context, and their program "does
longer books following variety of writing."

. Timing, scheduling, and time issues. Another of the most frequent inconsistencies that
was noted concerned timing and scheduling (6.6% of the total responses) - including the
timing and due dates of the letters, skills, and themes/genres, as well as delayed materials,
and difficulties fitting into the prescribed schedule. Moreover, respondents commonly
noted time issues in general (another 5.7% of the total), which were frequently described
as overall concerns, rather than inconsistencies between In2Books and the required
program. Examples include the time consuming nature of the letter writing, the lack of
time allocated to complete deadlines, lack of time to do both required program and
In2Books, and lack of time to teach other forms of writing.

. Reading and book inconsistencies and backpack monitoring. As for reading
inconsistencies (3.3% of the total), respondents mentioned excessive rereading of the
text, students not reading "authentic" literature books, retelling differences, and
comprehension inconsistencies (with In2Books being "deeper" than the required
program). Book inconsistencies (3.3% of the total) included inconsistent themes, stories
that don't match content areas, and books that were too easy/not challenging enough.
Three teachers (2.5%) also noted that they were personally inconsistent in their
monitoring of the backpacks (and not using a rotating schedule or a sign in/out
procedure ).

. Ability group placement, addressing ESL and special needs students. The next most
commonly mentioned inconsistency was ability group placement, appropriateness of
reading level/grade level, and inadequate addressing of English as a Second Language
and special needs students, all of which accounted for 7.4% of the total responses.
Specifically, for example, respondents noted that split grade classrooms should have
different books for each level, so that the older students don't have to read books they
have already read before. Another sample response mentioned that some special
education students have difficulty comprehending or reading the lengthy letters.

. Math, phonics, and vocabulary. Another of the most commonly cited inconsistencies
was math (7.4%). One reported having "never really incorporated my math time with
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In2Books." Several reported that In2Books is not consistent with math. Other noted
inconsistencies centered around the lack of phonics or vocabulary provided by In2Books
(2.5%).

. Other. Discomfort with the rubric (2.5%), the lack of "true" discussion of the stories
(1.6%), forming connections (2.5%), the training and consultants (2.5%), and questioning
(1.6%) were other inconsistencies noted. The remaining nine responses consisted of
three miscellaneous responses (2.5%), one highly general/nonspecific response (0.8%),
three off-topic negative responses (2.5%), and two responses in which everything was
reported to be inconsistent (1.6%).

Most and Least Valuable Resources

The next item asked respondents to identify the most and least valuable In2Books
resources. Unfortunately, because these were worded within the same question, several
problems with categorization and analysis emerged. Most obviously, given the wording of this
question, was how to categorize responses that did not specify which aspects were most and
which were least valuable, but rather simply listed aspects. There was often no way to determine
whether the respondent was referring to the most valuable or the least valuable resources, unless
explicitly stated.

For such ambiguity, any responses that appeared to be favorable in tone were categorized
as most valuable, and conversely any responses that appeared to be unfavorable in tone were
categorized as least valuable resources. For those responses in which there were neither explicit
labels, nor positive or negative context (e.g., "Information regarding the writing process"), a new
"undetermined" category was created. Therefore, for clarity and organization, this item will be
broken down into most valuable resources, least valuable resources, and undetermined.

Once again, multiple responses were common. Therefore, the total number of responses
exceeded the total number of respondents. It is also worth noting that teachers listed
considerably more resources that were most valuable than least valuable. In fact, there were
more than five times as many "most valuable" responses (293) as "least valuable" responses (57).
(Moreover, 8 of the 57 answers that were in response to the "least valuable" part of the question
indicated that, in fact, there were no least valuable resources.) An additional 31 responses were
"undetermined. "

Most valuable resources. Of those resources considered to be most valuable, the most
frequently mentioned responses pertained to resources related to teacher support, particularly the
book and literacy guides. This was followed in frequency by resources related to the stories.
Other categories included resources related to writing and other resources (see Table 3 in
Appendix B).

. Resources related to teacher support. For those responses describing the most valuable
In2Books resources, approximately 40.3% referred to resources related to teacher support
(e.g., training, guides, and consultants). The most popular responses by far centered
around the book guides, literacy guides, teacher guides, and handouts (comprising 22.9%
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of all most valuable responses). Other popular responses included the teacher consultants
(6.5% of all most valuable responses) and the professional development sessions (4.8%),
and two additional responses specifically noted the group discussions (.7%). Other
responses noted the value of the teacher textbooks (2.7%), as well as the writer's
workshop book (1.4%). Four responses mentioned the new techniques and ideas as a
whole (1.4%).

. Resources primarily related to reading. Resources related to stories comprised about
one-third (34.4%) of the total responses. Second only to the book guides/literacy guides
in overall popularity, the most frequently reported valuable resources were the books
themselves and the library selections (comprising 17.7% of all responses). Other popular
resources related to reading included the stories on tapes (5.1 % of the total responses),
the read-alouds (4.4%), and the genres (2.7%). Likewise, teachers appeared to value the
backpacks and blue pouches (4.4%).

. Resources primarily related to writing. Another 13.3% of the "most valuable" responses
concerned resources related to writing. The most frequently mentioned responses were
the pen pal letters (5.5%), the writer's notebooks and writer's journals (4.1 %), the
In2Books stationery (2%), and graphic organizers (1.7%).

. Other. Other In2Books resources that were perceived to be valuable included the rubrics
(2.4%), the border and bulletin board resources (1 %), the imagination quest (1 %),
opportunities for collaboration (0.7%), and connections (0.3%). Three other specifically
positive responses included the food, the parking, the holiday challenges, gifts, and
nameplates (1 % total). Finally, there were four broadly general positive responses, such
as "We have been given a lot of vital information" (1.4%), as well as 11 responses stating
that everything about the program is valuable (3.8%), and 1 response stating that
everything is equally valuable, i.e., "... I assign an equal value to all the tools and
reference materials provided" (0.3%).

Least valuable resources. One of the most frequently reported responses to this item was
indicated that there were no least valuable resources at all (accounting for 14% of the total least
valuable responses). Of those responses that did list least valuable resources, the most common
were resources related to teacher support, followed by resources related to the stories.
Remaining responses concerned writing and other areas (see Table 4 in Appendix B).

. Resources related to teacher support. The most common responses pertained to
professional development (e.g., training sessions, classes, seminars, cycle meetings,
parking, and hours). These accounted for 19.3% of the total least valuable responses.
Two responses concerned the teacher consultants (3.5%), and two indicated concerns
about the teacher's guides and other In2Books publications (3.5%). One respondent
(1.8%) mentioned the textbooks.

. Resources primarily related to reading. The third most common response (of all the least
valuable responses) pertained to issues with the books (12.3% of the total responses). For
example, one respondent mentioned that "the easiest books were too baby-like," while
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another indicated that some books were too hard, especially at the beginning of the year.
One respondent mentioned that students had read many of the books before. Other
frequent responses included the blue backpacks and binders (5.3%), the read alouds
(1.8%), the stories on tape (1.8%), and the fairy tale genre, given that "most reading
lessons are already prepared toward fiction stories."

. Resources primarily related to writing. Frequently mentioned responses in this category
included the pen pal letters (5.3%), the notebooks (3.5%), and the teacher journal (5.3%)

. Other resources. Other responses included issues with the scoring rubric (5.3%), too
much paperwork (5.3%), time and deadlines (3.5%), and the bulletin board and faxes
(3.5%), and three miscellaneous responses (5.3%).

Undetermined. On a total of 31 responses, there were neither explicit labels (Le., "most
valuable" or "least valuable"), nor positive or negative context indicating whether the responses
were most or least valuable. Response categories again included resources related to teacher
support, to the stories, to writing, and other (see Table 5 in Appendix B).

. Resources related to teacher support again included book guides and resource books (5
of the 31 responses; 16.1 %), textbooks and the writing process (4 responses; 12.9%),
genre sessions and evening professional development (9.7%), teacher consultants (6.5%),
professional presenters (3.2%), and handouts (3.2%).

. Resources primarily related to reading centered around reading and discussing books
(16.1 %), the books on cassette tape (9.7%), and the read alouds (6.5%).

. Resources primarily related to writing included pen pals (3.2%) and visual profiles
(3.2%).

. Other responses included rubrics (6.5%) and the calendars (3.2%).

Pedagogical Changes

Whether classroom teaching practices have changed as a result of In2Books. On the
whole, teachers indicated that pedagogical changes have indeed occurred as a result of In2Books
(on approximately 61.8% of the responses). Another 7.1 % of responses mentioned at least some
adjustments or slight changes or changes to some extent. Less than 8.4% of the total responses
indicated that no pedagogical changes had occurred (see Figure 4, and Table 6 in Appendix B).

The remaining 22.7% of responses did not directly answer the question and were
categorized as "other." Included in the "other" category are those responses that centered
primarily on the impact of In2Books on the students or teachers (not teaching practices), as well
as those responses that referred to the source of the changes in teaching practice (i.e., training,
handouts, presenters, etc.).
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Figure 4.
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Pedagogical changes. With the majority of teachers (61.8%) indicating that classroom
teaching practices have indeed changed as a result of In2Books, an analysis of the nature of these
perceived changes was conducted. The most frequently named change was an increase in open-
ended higher level questioning (5.8% of all responses), followed by broadly general responses
(4.9%), and increases in the amount of time spent on writing and/or on teaching writing skills
(4.4%). See Table 7 in Appendix B.

. Changes pertaining to reading. In addition to improved questioning, teachers frequently
mentioned changes in other reading-related teaching practices. They frequently reported
having incorporated effective reading strategies (3.6% of all responses) into the
classroom. Additionally, some teachers noted the focus on genre study (2.2%), or that
they spent more time on book discussions (1.8%). Some indicated that they conducted
read alouds more often (1.3%), and others noted their emphasis on independent reflection
(.9%). Other responses included: daily silent reading (.4%), relating stories to previously
read books (.4%), organization of reading sessions (.4%), and increased focus on reading
needs (.4%).

. Changes pertaining to writing. Another of the most frequently mentioned changes was
an increase in the amount of time spent on teaching writing skills and on writing itself
(4.4% of all responses). Likewise, teachers frequently noted an increased emphasis/focus
on writing (4.0%). Some teachers indicated more use of graphic organizers in writing
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(2.7%), an increase in writing activities and more process writing (2.2%), and
improvement in teaching writing skills (2.2%). Additionally, some teachers noted the
pen pals (1.8%), responding (1.3%), more knowledgeable about writing (.9%), and
organizing the writing process (.9%). Other responses included: summarization (.4%),
the writing workshop (.4%), journal writing (.4%), and a business letter writing contest
(.4% ).

. Miscellaneous. Another of the most frequently mentioned changes pertained to planning
(2.7%). Teachers now reported that planning was easier, and that they were more
thoughtful and analytical in their planning. Other frequent responses included emphasis on
connections (1.8%) and conferencing (1.3%). Other responses included focus on accountability
(.9%), mini-lessons (.9%), rubrics (.9%), leveling/addressing ailleaming styles/differentiation
(.9%), teaching more "in-depth" (.4%), and parent motivation (.4%).

. Highly specific and broadly general changes. Another 4% of all responses consisted of
highly specific changes, including: use of "bear share," the fish bowl, reader response
chart, the koosh ball, talking chips, Body Movement strategy, and acting out from
Imagination Quest. Several responses (4.9%) were broadly general (e.g., "My teaching
style has changed.")

. Other. Finally, three responses (1.3%) indicated that unspecified changes have indeed
been made, but at the cost of other things, such as the creative writing workshops, as well
as less time to teach the Houghton Mifflin series, resulting in less time for writing, filling
out the practice book, and reading.

Some adjustments. Approximately 3.1 % of responses indicated that classroom teaching
practices had changed "somewhat." Practices that had been adjusted to some extent included
more letter writing and overall writing, conducting more (and increased emphasis on) student-
teacher conferences, increased emphasis on personal and text connections, rubrics, integrating
lessons, and modeling. Another 3.1 % of all the responses indicated that although no classroom
teaching changes have occurred, there have been some slight adjustments, including increase in
patience, asking more open-ended questions, writing responses to questions, writing letters more
often, use of D.E.A.R. time for In2Books, using information received in class such as Bloom's
taxonomy, as well as use of the "fish bowl" and the "post-it notes." Two responses indicated
that changes had been made in certain areas, but not in others (.9%)

No pedagogical changes. On 4.4% of the responses, teachers reported that no classroom
teaching changes had occurred because of In2Books, and gave no further explanation; another
.9% indicated pedagogical changes have "not really" occurred. On another four responses
(1.8%), teachers reported that no changes had occurred, and noted specific concerns regarding
resolving scheduling conflicts and meeting In2Books deadlines, feelings of being "rushed to
push the students before certain skills were taught," and insensitivity to various levels in a
particular grade, with no provisions for special needs children. On another response a positive
comment was included, noting that although no changes have occurred, the program has "made it
much easier to discuss books and made teaching writing more meaningfu1." Finally, two
responses suggested that because In2Books is highly consistent with the reading program, there
was no need for pedagogical changes.
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Off-Topic responses. The remaining 22.7% of responses were categorized separately, as
there was no indication as to what classroom teaching practices had been changed, if any.
Several of these responses focused on perceived benefits of In2Books, including the impact on
the students (7.6% of the total) and the impact on teachers' professional self-improvement (4%),
but not on pedagogical changes undertaken. Another 5.8% referred to the source of the changes,
i.e., professional development and presenters, as well as handouts and book guides (.9%), but not
to the changes themselves. Finally, another 4.4% were miscellaneous responses. See Table 8 in
Appendix B.

. Results: Impact on students. Approximately 15 responses spotlighted the impact of
In2Books on their students. Of these, four responses noted changes in student
enthusiasm, especially for the pen pals (1.8%). Other responses included: improvements
in student motivation (1.3%), improved student achievement and comprehension (1.3%),
improved writing (.9%) and improved student enjoyment and participation (.9%). One
noted that students are asking great questions, and one indicated that In2Books is
developing the students' attention spans.

. Results: Impact on teachers. Approximately nine responses (4% of all the responses)
spotlighted the impact of In2Books on their development as teachers, rather than on any
changes that they made as teachers. For three of these nine responses, teachers indicated
that In2Books has improved their sense of awareness of students' abilities and of staying
on topic, as well as a renewed sense of the importance of reading. Two teachers noted an
increase in confidence and preparedness, and two others noted an improved respect for
teaching reading. One teacher discussed an improved feel on how to engage students,
and one noted an increase in patience.

. Source of changes. Approximately 13 responses (5.8% of the total) credited the source of
the changes: the professional development and presenters. Two other responses credited
the handouts and the book guides.

. Miscellaneous. Approximately 10 responses (4.4% of the total) were miscellaneous off-
topic responses (e.g., "My goal is to leave no child behind. Every child can learn.")

Professional Development

Suggestions for improving professional development. Teachers were asked what
suggestions they had, if any, for improving In2Books's professional development. Here again,
the most frequently reported responses (accounting for 19.1 % of the total responses) indicated
that they had no suggestions, and/or offered praise for the training. Of those responses that did
offer suggestions, the most common (16.5% of the total responses) pertained to the scheduling of
the classes, the need for flexibility, the length of and time-consuming nature of the training, and
the need for shorter, fewer sessions overall. See Figure 5, and Table 9 in Appendix B.

The next most frequently mentioned responses pertained to suggestions for improving the
quality of the sessions (13.3%), including consistency, interest, and relevance, among others.
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This was followed in frequency by concerns regarding the location of the sessions and the class
size (10.1 %), as well as suggestions for specific content to be covered (7.4%). Teachers also
commonly noted either increasing or decreasing the number of breakouts and hands-on activities,
as compared to the number of main room sessions (6.4%). Other topics included the need for
teacher input (4.8%), optional vs. mandatory sessions (4.8%), handouts (3.7%), the
presenters/facilitators (3.2%), networking (2.1 %), miscellaneous other topics (3.2%), and off-
topic and nonspecific responses (5.3%).

. None. On approximately 7.1 % of the total responses, teachers offered strong praise for
In2Books's professional development (and did not mention any suggestions). Another
5.9% specifically indicated that they had no suggestions to offer because they were
satisfied with the training as it was. Another 4.3% replied that they had no suggestions,
but did not offer further explanation. Finally, three teachers indicated the question was
not applicable (1.6%).

. Scheduling of classes, and number and length of sessions. The most frequently named
suggestion of all the responses pertained to adjusting the time of the class, and increasing
flexibility to allow teachers to get to the class (accounting for 11.2% of all responses).
In a similar vein, teachers commonly suggested that the length of the sessions should be
shortened, and that there should be fewer sessions overall (accounting for 4.8% of all
responses); one respondent commented on the time-consuming nature of the
literacy/cognition session (.5%).

. Quality of the sessions. Approximately 3.7% of the total responses advised that
In2Books should not "cram so much into the sessions," and to go more slowly. Teachers
also expressed the need for the professional development to be more focused and to have
clearer goals (2.7%), as well as the need for grade level modeling of strategies and more
examples (2.7%). Additionally, across eight responses, teachers suggested that there
needs to be more interesting information (1.6%), and that sessions should be less
repetitive (1.1%), more consistent (.5%), more relevant (.5%), and easier (.5%).

. Location and class size. Change of location was another of the most frequently
mentioned categories of responses. On 7.4% of all the responses, teachers expressed the
need for the location to be moved, and suggested that sessions/workshops be held in
rotation within the individual schools. Additionally, five responses (2.7%) mentioned the
need to limit the class size of the large sessions, given that it was "too crowded" and "too
big to be as effective as possible - too big to give individualized attention."

. Content of the sessions. Teachers also offered suggestions for specific topics that they
felt should be covered, emphasized, or de-emphasized (7.4%). Five responses indicated
that there should be more emphasis on specific teaching strategies and ideas like the
genre sessions and the book guides (e.g., how to talk about the books and activities; how
to introduce the themes). Three responses expressed the need for more emphasis on
writing, including the need for more time on the writing process, more explanation of
writing expectations for student's letters, and a proposed "ideal" writing workshop.
Respondents also suggested an increased focus on: 1) how to teach children who are
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behind and how to manage special needs and severely below-level students, 2) how to
motivate inner city children and parents, and 3) teaching advanced phonics through
literature. Finally, two responses indicated that the rubrics should be de-emphasized.

. Number of breakout sessions and hands-on activities versus the number of main room
sessions. Of the twelve responses relevant to this topic, there appeared to be conflicting
opinions as to the types of sessions the teachers preferred. Whereas four responses (2.1%
of all responses) indicated the need for more main room sessions with fewer and/or
shorter break-out sessions, three other responses (1.6% of all responses) recommended
the opposite, suggesting that the break-out room be used more, and/or criticizing the
main-room sessions. This latter opinion appeared to be supported by the five remaining
responses, in which teachers recommended more hands on, interactive activities (2.7%).

. Teacher input. Approximately 4.8% of the responses expressed the need for In2Books to
solicit and use input from the teachers and teacher consultants regarding several aspects
of the program, including preferred topics for training, types of resources needed, and
scheduling. One respondent also noted the need to assess teacher knowledge prior to
sharing information.

. Mandatory versus optional status; credit and seat hours. On about 2.7% of the
responses, teachers recommended that In2Books make summer sessions optional,
especially for veteran In2Books teachers, who, according to one respondent, found it to
be less informative. Another 1.6% of the total responses pertained to giving seat hours
for all required sessions, holding graduate credit and seat hour sessions on the same day,
or discouraging new teachers from applying for graduate credit. One other respondent
stated that the genre classes should be mandatory (.5%).

. Handouts. On five responses (2.7%), teachers indicated the need for less paperwork.
One additional respondent suggested that all the book guides be given at the first session
so the teachers will be ahead.

. Presenterslfacilitators. On three responses (1.6%), teachers emphasized the need for
In2Books to provide (or to continue to provide) "experts" or "qualified and
knowledgeable teachers" to share current research and best practices. One other teacher
perceived that the In2Books staff were negative, while another wrote "meaner
facilitators," although the precise meaning/context of the latter response was unclear.
Another mentioned that one of the staff was too specific with the instructions for writing
the letters, indicating that they "directed students what to write in the letter."

. Networking. Another four (2.1 %) responses indicated that there should be more peer
interaction and networking time and opportunities. Further, one of these responses
suggested that work associates should not be separated, as they do not always have the
opportunity to interact during the day.

. Miscellaneous. Other suggestions for improving professional development included
additional help for new teachers (1.1 %), improved communication between In2Books
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and the contact teachers (.5%), and continuation of the summer workshop (.5%). Two
additional responses concerned dinner (1.1 %), with one stating that teachers should be
allowed to have dinner even if they are late, and another mentioning that the food was
unnecessary.

. Off-topic and non-specific responses. Two additional responses (1.1 %) were nonspecific
suggestions regarding professional development (including, "Professional development
should address the needs of the teacher.") One response (.5%) was an off-topic criticism:
".. .In2Books seems oblivious to the job we are doing in our classroom above and beyond
In2Books." Finally, another seven responses (3.7%) consisted of off-topic suggestions
not pertaining to professional development per se. These included: allowing enough
time to write the letters, choosing only two books per cycle, exposure to more books,
simplifying material for ESL and below-grade level readers, continuing to praise
teachers, teaching a summer course or enrichment course using In2Books, and having the
In2Books staff work in the classrooms with the students.

Figure 5.
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Rubrics

Teachers were asked what suggestions they had, if any, for improving In2Books's
rubrics. For this item, only 46.2% of the responses were actual suggestions. The remaining
53.8% of responses did not offer suggestions per se, but rather included general praise/criticism
for the rubrics, responses that explicitly stated "none" or "not applicable," estimates of regularity
of rubric use, and off-topic responses. See Table 10 in Appendix B.

Suggestions. Of the suggestions that were offered, the most common pertained to
improving the brevity, simplicity, and clarity of the rubrics (17.9% of all responses). Teachers
also suggested that the rubrics be better aligned with standards (5.4% of all responses), and that
the rubrics be improved for reliability in scoring (4.9%).

Additionally, teachers suggested tailoring the rubrics to grade-level, ESL, and special
needs students (4.3% of all the responses). Other suggestions included: improving teacher
understanding of the rubrics (3.8%), providing the rubrics earlier and with each activity for each
book (3.3%), eliminating the rubrics altogether (2.2%), improving the practicality of the rubrics
(1.6%) as well as the generalizability to other classroom uses (1.1 %), and finally miscellaneous
suggestions (1.6%).

. Improve on the brevity, simplicity and clarity of the rubrics. The most frequently
mentioned category of suggestions focused on the need for the rubrics to be shorter, less
wordy and detailed, and to contain fewer levels and items (8.7% of all the responses).
Additionally, teachers commonly emphasized the need for the rubrics to be less complex
and confusing (6.5%). Likewise, teachers recommended that they be more student-
friendly (1.6%), less repetitive (.5%), and less time-consuming (.5%).

. Align the rubrics with standards and district rubrics. On 5.4% of the responses, teachers
indicated that the rubrics need to be aligned with standards and with the DCPS rubrics.

. Improve inter-rater reliability of the rubrics. Several teachers (as represented by 4.3% of
all the responses) indicated that they strongly needed their students' letters to be scored
by someone on the outside, in order to provide an unbiased opinion and to serve as a
basis for comparison against their own scoring. One additional response noted that there
needed to be more consistency.

. Tailor rubrics to grade-level, and account for ESL and special needs students.
Approximately 3.3% of all responses indicated that the rubrics should be specific to grade
levels, with an additional respondent noting that rubrics should be de-emphasized in the
primary grades (.5%). Further, another respondent brought up the need for the rubrics to
adequately address special needs and ESL students.

. Provide more training, more materials, and more examples pertaining to rubrics.
Teachers also expressed the need for more workshops and/or training on rubrics (2.2%),
as well as supplemental rubric materials (1.1%), and examples of rubrics (.5%).
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. Provide rubrics earlier and with each activity for each book. Five responses (2.7%)
noted that rubrics should be provided earlier so they can be incorporated from the start,
and one mentioned the need for rubrics to be provided with each activity for each book
(.5%).

. Eliminate rubrics altogether. Four responses (2.2%) suggested that the best way to
improve the rubrics would be to eliminate them altogether.

. Improve practicality of the rubrics. Other teachers noted that rubrics should be more
realistic/applicable (1.1 %), and less strict (.5%).

. Improve generalizability to other classroom uses. Two responses indicated that more
generic rubrics were needed, so as to increase its usefulness beyond In2Books.

. Miscellaneous. Three other responses pertained to improving discussion, sharing the
rubrics that have been done, and de-emphasizing singling out student's work.

Non-suggestions. Of all the responses, teachers most frequently responded by praising
the rubrics and/or describing the benefits, without suggestions for improvement (28.8%).
Additionally, on 10.3% of the responses, teachers estimated the extent to which they used the
rubrics, but again offered no suggestions.

. Benefits. Of the benefits, for example, teachers mentioned that the rubrics help students
understand what is expected of them (2.2% of all the responses). Additionally, the
rubrics reportedly help teachers know what to look for in their students' writing (1.1 %),
and increase awareness of how to improve reading, writing, and vocabulary skills (.5%).
Moreover, in contrast to the aforementioned suggestions, one response indicated that the
rubrics do indeed align with standards, and another mentioned that the rubrics do, in fact,
have multiple uses.

. Frequency of use. Several teachers (4.3%) reported that they do not even use the rubrics,
or that they have not been done, or they have not "been able" to use them. Others (2.2%)
stated that they used the rubrics primarily as a guide, although they were not used all the
time, and still others mentioned sporadic use (.5%). Several other teachers (3.3%)
indicated that the rubrics were good, but they needed to use them more often.

On another 10.3% of all the responses, teachers explicitly stated that they either had no
suggestions, that the question was not applicable, that the rubrics had not been available to them,
or that there was no need for improvement. Finally, 2.7% of all the responses were general
negative comments regarding the rubrics, but no suggestions noted, and another 1.6% of the
responses were off-topic.
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Summary

Most teachers (approximately 75%) reported that they had been participating in In2Books
for one year. The remaining 25% of teachers indicated that they had participated for two years
or more, including one respondent who had participated for at least four years. Inferential
analyses indicated that teachers who participated in In2Books for two years or more tended to
give significantly higher ratings on their understanding of the In2Books program and on the
effectiveness of the program, than the teachers who participated for one year.

Teachers were asked to compare In2Books with their required Literacy program. (Of the
137 teachers, 78% reported using the Houghton Mifflin program, and 11.7% reported using
Success For All.) It appears that most teachers perceived their required program to be generally
consistent with In2Books, particularly with regard to the writing process and comprehension.
Common inconsistencies centered around the pen pal letters, placement at appropriate levels and
inadequate addressing of ESL and special needs students, as well as math. However, the most
commonly cited response was that there were no inconsistencies.

The teachers appeared to find several aspects of In2Books valuable, and they noted five
times as many most valuable resources as compared to least valuable resources. As for the most
valuable resources, teachers most commonly cited the book guides, the literacy guides, the
teacher guides, and the handouts, as well as the books themselves. This was supported by
findings from the closed-ended questions in which almost all teachers indicated that the book
guides and the teachers' guides were useful or highly useful. This was true also for the handouts
and for the library selections, for "Dear Mr. Blueberry," and for "Cleversticks," in which at least
84% of teachers found them to be either useful or highly useful.

Other commonly mentioned aspects that most teachers considered to be useful (based on
the closed-ended responses) and valuable (based on the open-ended responses) included the pen
pal letters, the read alouds, and the writing journals.

One of the most commonly mentioned "least valuable" responses was that there were no
least valuable resources. Of those that were listed, the most common included the training
sessions, the books (which were noted to be too easy or too hard), the pen pal letters, the blue
backpacks, the scoring rubric, and the paperwork. The two closed-ended items which were
perceived to be least useful included the "Talking chips," and the contact teacher meetings.

Most teachers perceived that pedagogical changes have indeed occurred as a result of
In2Books. One of the most commonly perceived changes was an increase in open-ended higher
level questioning. Other commonly perceived pedagogical changes included an increase in the
amount of time spent on writing, improvements in teaching writing skills, an increased focus on
writing, and the emphasis on the genre studies.

Based on the closed-ended questions, most teachers agreed that they have a thorough
understanding of In2Books and that they have received adequate initial and ongoing professional
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development/training for implementation of In2Books. Most teachers also agreed that materials
needed to implement In2Books have been readily available. Of those open-ended responses that
offered suggestions for improving professional development, the most common pertained to the
scheduling of the classes, the need for flexibility, the length of and time-consuming nature of the
training, and the need for shorter, fewer sessions overall. Other common responses pertained to
suggestions for improving the quality of the sessions, including consistency, interest, and
relevance, among others. This was followed in frequency by concerns regarding the location of
the sessions and the class size, as well as suggestions for specific content to be covered.

Less than half of the responses to suggestions for improving the rubrics were actual
suggestions. Of the 85 suggestions that were offered, the most common pertained to improving
the brevity, simplicity, and clarity of the rubrics. Teachers also suggested that the rubrics be
better aligned with standards, and that the rubrics be improved for reliability in scoring. In
general, on the op teachers agreed (57.6%), however, that the performance feedback from
In2Books was helpful in assessing students' strengths and weaknesses in reading.

Finally, based on the closed-ended items, almost all the respondents agreed that their
students like In2Books. Although fewer agreed that students' families are supportive of
In2Books, most appeared to agree that student achievement has been positively impacted by
In2Books. They also overwhelmingly agreed that the Pen Pal activity is valuable to students,
and most teachers agreed that they perceive In2Books to be an effective program.
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l. What grade level do you teach?
2nd Grade (n=55) 32.8

~-
3rd Grade (n=45) 32.8

1- -
4th Qr!ld!:;(n=36) 26.3

- - --
2nd and 3rd (n=ll) 8.0

2. How many years have you been teaching?
1-3 years (n=51) 37.2- -
4-6 years (n=16) 11.7

-
7-9 years (n=9) 6.6

--- - - - - -
10 or more years (n=60) 43.8

3. How many years have you been participating in In2Books?
1 year (n=102) 74~5

2 years (n=26) 19.0. -
3 years (n=7) 5.1-- -
4 years (n=l) 0.7

4. Which Literacy and Cognition sessions have you attended this year?
Cycle 1 only (n=l) 0.7

Cycle 3 only (n=3) 2.2 ~--
- Cy'cle4 only (n=ll) - - - _8;.0.--

Cycles 1 and 2 (n=l) 0.7
~-

- Cycles 1,2, and 3 (n=14) lQ.2

Cycles 1, 2, and 4 (n=2) 1.5
--

Cycles 1, 3, and 4 (n=4) 2.9
Cycles 1,2,3, and 4 (n=98) 71.5-

-
Cycles 2 an_d3 (n=l) --- -- 0.7

- - - - -- -
Cycles 2, 3, and 4 (n=l) 0.7

5. Which Genre sessions have you attended this year?
Cycle 1 only (n=16) 11.7 -
Cycle 2 only (n=4) 2.9

- .. ~--
Cycle ~o~!y.(n=8) -- 5.8

- - - - --- -- - - ---
Cycles land 2 (n=18) 13.1

- --
- Cycle~~and 3 (n=7) - - - - - --- ___.21:__

Cycles land 3 (n=3) 2.2
-- - -- - _WI__

Cycles 1,2, and 3 (n=26) 1~_
Missing (n=55) 40.1

Table 1. Demographics

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire: Spring 2003

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire Section 1: Percentages by Categories
Note: Item percentages may not total 100% because of missing input from .wme respondents.
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6. Do you and other teachers who use In2Books at your school ever meet as a group outside of class?

'-
_ __ _ _W.!:~kly(n=16) 11.7~- -- --

Monthly (n=12) 8.8
- -

O.J!cein a ~hile(n=62) 45.3
- - - - - . .- ..

Never (n=43) 31.4

7. Do you ever have grade level In2Books planning sees ions at your school?

-
Weekly (n=8) - - . _ --2.&. ~_
Monthly (n=6) 4.4.. - -
Once i~~hjle (J.1::34) 24.8-- - - .. . -- --
Never (n=87) 63.5

8. What is the literacy program you are required to teach?
Hsmg!1ton-Mifflin(n=107) - - - TI.:.L_ _
Success For All (n=16) 11.7.w - - -
America's Choic..e(n=l) 0.7-. - .. - - - -- -
Houghton-Mifflin and Success For All (n=l) 0.7- -
Houghton-Mifflin, America's Choice and Other (n=l) 0.7- - . ..---
Houghton-Mifflin and America's Choice (n=9) 6.6

-- - -- ~-.~-
Houghton-Mifflin and other (n=l) 0.7

9. At what time of the day do you typically implement In2Books in your classroom?
Morning (n=37) 27.0

- -- ~-.....---
Aftemon (n=27) 19.7. - - -
Mixed (do both) (n=70) 51.1

10. How often do you typically implement In2Books?

- _Daily (n=;20) . .. -- - -----~_.
About twice weekly (n=66) 48.2

- - - - -~
Once weekly (n=31) . 2~.6 _ r

Less than once weekly (n=14) 10.2

Table 1. Demographics (continued)

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire, continued

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire Section 1: Percentages by Categories, continued
Note: Item percentages may not (0/01100% becau.\'e of missing input from some respondents.
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92.7 3.6 0.7
~..-- - -----

78.1 18.2 0.7
~- -- - --

62.0 28.5 4.4
- - ~.--- --

78.8 16.1 0.7
- ---- -~

86.1 10.2 0.0
- - -- - -- --- ....--.--

69.3 26.3 0.0
- n -- -- - --

73.7 21.2 1.5
- --- -~- - -
43.8 36.5 16.1

- .. -- ---~ --
82.5 11.7 2.2

- _1IlIIII____ --
43.1 47.4 5.1

- --
43.8 46.7 5.1

Table 2. Implementation of Specific In2Books Components:
Yes-No-Uncertain Scale

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire, continued

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire Section 2: Percentage Responses
Note: Item percentages may not total 100% because of missing input from some respondents.

- --- - -- -- - -

Item

11. Do you have an In2Books Bulletin Board in your classroom?

12. Are the pen pal visual profiles up?
-

13. Do you use the rubrics to individualize instruction?

14. Do you use the cycle materials and change the board?

15. Do you use the board trim?- - -- - --
16. Do you put exemplary student work on the board?

17. Is the In2Books mission and vision poster up?- -
18. Is the In2Books banner up at your school?
- -

19. Is the In2Booksfeelings poster up?-- - - -
20. Do you send home the backpack with a child on a regular basis?

21. Is the backpack an ongoing part of your classroom literacy program?
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In Person Sessions

~~,Summer introductory seminar 5.1 17.5 3.6 37.2 32.1
- -- -

23. Literacy and Cognition main room 4.4 10.2 3.6 48.9 30.7- ---
24. Literacy and Cognition breakout room 2.9 16.8 5.8 41.6 31.4

~- --
25. Genre Seminars main room 2.2 4.4 16.8 28.5 25.5
- - - -- -- -
26. Genre Seminars training room 2.9 4.4 19.0 29.2 21.9

In2Books Publications

27. Teacher's Guide 1.5 7.3 5.1 24.1 59.9- - - - -
28. Professional Development Seminar Handouts 2.9 7.3 8.0 34.3 46.7. - - - -- -
29. Book Guides 0.7 2.9 2.9 21.9 70.1

Introducing the Program to Students

~2.Dear Mr. Blueberry 1.5 3.6 4.4 27.7 60.6
-- - ---

33. Cleversticks 3.6 5.1 5.1 34.3 51.1_. -
34. Nina letter 5.8 13.9 15.3 21.2 40.9- - - --
35. Family Guide 6.6 15.3 14.6 30.7 30.7

Resources

36. Readalouds 0.7 4.4 5.8 31.4 56.2- - - -- - ----
37. Talking chips 18.2 9.5 24.8 22.6 21.9

. -- --
38. Library selectio~s

u

2.2 0.7 7.3 26.3 58.4. - - - - - . --
39. Blue pouches 5.8 5.8 10.9 28.5 46.0

-
~O.Pick up ~xin 2~ce 4.4 5.1 13.1 24.1 48.2

- -- --- -- ...- -
41. Contact teacher meetings 8.0 5.1 26.3 27.7 25.5

- - . -
42. In2Boo~ statio~ery 0.7 1.5 3.6 24.8 67.9

-- -
43. In2Books writing journal for teacher 8.8 5.8 8.8 29.9 40.9

- - - ----
44. In2Books writing journal for students 0.7 8.8 4.4 25.5 58.4- - - - - --
45. Participation poster 8.0 8.8 23.4 24.8 28.5

- - -- - -- -
46. Student and pen pal letter copies 2.2 5.1 3.6 20.4 67.9

Table 3. Implementation of Specific In2Books Components:
Highly Useful-Not at all Useful Scale.

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire, continued

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire Section 3: Percentage Responses (S-point Likert Scale)
Note: Item percentages may not total 100% because of missing input from some respondents.

Textbooks

30. Text~k - Strate~~s .!hat W_o!k

31. Textbook - The Writing Process

46.7

47.4
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0.0 2.9 6.6 44.5 45.3, - - - - ..---
0.7 2.2 6.6 50.4 38.7

- - - -- ---
2.2 0.7

-5.1 9.5

- - -- -
1.5 5.8

0.7 1.5
- -

2.2 0.7

2.2 10.2

1.5 2.2

14.6 31.4 45.3
-- --- ~.

23.4 43.1 30.7
- - --~ ----

5.8 32.8 58.4-- -
32.8 35.0 19.7

- - -
5.1 40.9 50.4

Table 4. Overall Implementation:
Strongly Agree-Strongly Disagree Scale

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire, continued

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire Section 4: Percentage Responses (S.point Likert Scale)
Note: Item percentages may not total 100% because of missing input from some respondents.

Item

~Z:.!..!:~~r~:~ tho!o~p understanding of the In2Books P!ogram.:...

48. I have received adequate initial and ongoing professional

development/training for implementation of In2Books.
- -
49. Materials (books and other resources) needed to implement

-1n2B<:oks_c:rere!dilxavai.!:ble. _ _. _
50. I feel that In2Books is an effective program.

iIII -- - ...
51. The performance feedback I receive from In2Books is helpful in

~sesslng students~ stre~g~hs and weaknesses in re~ding.

52. My principal is supportive of In2Books.
- -- .

~. Stu~n!.ac~e~eTent has been positively impacted by In2B.ooks.

54. Students in my class like In2Books.

5~. Students' families are supportive of In2Books.

56. I view the Pen Pal activity as valuable to students.
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Instructional Practices

_!;. J3.eadingaloud 35.8 46.7 7.3 1.5 0.0
- - -. - ---

2. Introduceand review vocabularyconcepts 40.1 35.8 13.1 1.5 0.0- - --3.Questions that are planned and allow for higher-levelthinking 32.8 40.9 10.9 2.2 0.0

(i.~Jllooms taxonomy) - - - - -~ ---
4. Explicit reading comprehension instruction (i.e., story structure, 40.9 38.0 10.2 0.7 0.7

summarization,comprehensionmonitoring,and standarizedtest
skills)- - - - -

5. §tep-by-step Lnstructionin process writing 24.1 35.8 28.5 Ii- 0.7- -- --
6. Reading and writing extension activities (i.e., Bookclub and 16.8 28.5 27 12.4 2.2

literature response groups) - - .~ -
7. Cooperative learning 26.3 41.6 17.5 2.2 0.7

Informal Assessments
8. Writipg and story conferences with students 14.6 36.5 27.7 8 2.2- - -- -- -
9. Informal authentic assessments (i.e., running records, writing rubrics) 8.0 38.0 24.8 14.6 3.6

Table 5. Frequency of Use: Extensively-Never Scale

In2Books Teacher Questionnaire Section 5: Percentage Responses (5-point Likert Scale)
Note: Item percentages may not total 100% because of missing input from some respondents.
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1 Year (0=101) 2 or more years (0=34)

Mean SD Mean SD t(l33) P ES

4.21 0.76 4.68 0.47 3.27 0.00 I ** -0.67

4.19 0.78 4.48 0.56 1.92 0.058 -DAD

4.17 0.85 4.69 0.47 3.24 0.002** -0.66

Table 6. Inferential Statistics: Comparison of Years Participating in In2Books

Component/Rating

I have a thorough understanding of the In2Books program.

I have received adequate initial and ongoing professional
development/training for implementation of In2Books.

I feel that In2Books is an effective program.
*p<.05. **p<.OI, ***p<.OOI
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PERCENTOF
NUMBEROF TOTAL (247)

RESPONSECATEGORIESFORMOSTCONSISTENTAREAS RESPONSES RESPONSES

Writing Responses
Direct. The Writing process 17 6.9%

. Writing letters 15 6.1%

. Writing in general 12 4.9%

. Paragraphwriting 6 2.4%. Writer'sworkshop 3 1.2%

. Taking notes 1 0.4%

Indirect
. GraphicOraanizers 12 4.9%

Reading Responses
Direct. Readingcomprehension. Readingin general 16 6.5%

. Readalouds 13 5.3%

. Bookselections,stories,topics,and themes
8 3.2%

Comparingstoriesto other text
8 3.2%

. 3 1.2%. Revisitingthe text 2 0.8%. Story elements 2 0.8%

Indirect
. Genrestudiesas a whole 13 5.3%. Social Studiesand Geography 8 3.2%
. Bothscienceand socialstudies 5 2.0%
. LanguageArts 4 1.6%
. Science 3 1.2%
. Biography 3 1.2%. Folktale 3 1.2%

Combination Reading and Writing
Direct

. Explicitmentionof both readingand writing 13 5.3%

Indirect
. Questioning 10 4.0%. Rubricsand scoring 8 3.2%
. Responding 6 2.4%
. Higherlevel thinking 5 2.0%
. Makingconnections 5 2.0%
. Vocabulary 5 2.0%
. Grammar,mechanics,punctuation,spellingskills 5 2.0%
. Summarization 4 1.6%

Miscellaneous
. Standards 4 1.6%. StudentConferencing 3 1.2%. SAT preparation 3 1.2%
. Cooperativelearning/collaborativegroups 2 0.8%
. Charactertraits 1 0.4%

Other. Off-Topic 5 2.0%
. General 3 1.2%
. Nothing 3 1.2%
. HighlySpecific 2 0.8%. Everything(is) 1 0.4%. Everything(shouldbe) 1 0.4%
. Not applicable 1 0.4%

Table 1. Frequency of Responses by Category: Most Consistent Areas
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PERCENT OF
RESPONSE CATEGORIES FOR MOST NUMBER OF TOTAL (122)
INCONSISTENT AREAS RESPONSES RESPONSES

None, N/A

. None 23 18.9%

. N/A 11 9.0%

Writing

. Pen Pal letterwriting 14 11.5%

. Writing 3 2.5%. Readina and writina 2 1.6%

Scheduling and Time

. Timing,scheduling,and due dates 8 6.6%

. Time issues in aeneral 7 5.7%

Reading/Books/Backpacks

. Readinginconsistencies 4 3.3%

. Book inconsistencies 4 3.3%

. Backoacktrackinq 3 2.5%

PlacementLevels,MeetingNeedsof All Students

. Ability groupplacement;Appropriatenessof
Readinglevel, gradelevel, ESL,and special 9 7.4%
needs issues

Math,Phonics,Vocabulary

. Math 9 7.4%

. Phonicsand vocabularv 3 2.5%

Rubrics,Connections,Lackof discussion,
Questioning

. Rubric issues 3 2.5%. Connections 3 2.5%

. Lackof discussion 2 1.6%

. Questionina 2 1.6%

Training/Consultants. Traininaand consultants 3 2.5%

Other

. Miscellaneous 3 2.5%. Negative - Off-topic 3 2.5%. Everything is inconsistent 2 1.6%

. General 1 0.8%

Table 2. Frequency of Responses by Category: Most Inconsistent Areas
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PERCENTOF
RESPONSECATEGORIESFORMOSTVALUABLE NUMBEROF TOTAL (293)
RESOURCES RESPONSES RESPONSES

ResourcesRelatedto TeacherSupport. Book Guides, Literacy Guides, Teacher Guides, and 67 22.9%
Handouts

. Teacher Consultant 19 6.5%

. ProfessionalDevelopmentSessions 14 4.8%. Textbooks("StrategiesThatWork"and "TheWriting 8 2.7%
Process")

. Writer'sWorkshopBook 4 1.4%

. NewTechniquesand Ideas 4 1.4%

. Group Discussions 2 0.7%

ResourcesRelatedPrimarilyto Reading

. Booksand Library 52 17.7%

. StoriesOn Tapes 15 5.1%

. Read-Alouds 13 4.4%

. BackpacksAnd Blue Pouches 13 4.4%. Genres 8 2.7%

Resources Related Primarily to Writing

. Pen Pal Letters 16 5.5%

. Writer's Notebooks And Journals 12 4.1%

. Stationery 6 2.0%

. Graphic Oraanizers 5 1.7%

Border And Bulletin Board, Rubrics, Organizers,
Imagination, Collaboration, And Connections

. Rubrics 7 2.4%

. BorderAnd BulletinBoard Resources 3 1.0%

. ImaginationQuest 3 1.0%

. Collaboration 2 0.7%

. Connections 1 0.3%

Other

. Everything 11 3.8%

. OtherGeneralPositive 4 1.4%

. OtherSpecificPositive 3 1.0%. EvervthinQ Is Equal 1 0.3%

Table 3. Frequency of Responses by Category: Most Valuable Resources
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PERCENTOF
NUMBER OF TOTAL (57)

RESPONSECATEGORIESFORLEAST VALUABLE RESOURCES RESPONSES RESPONSES

None. None 8 14.0%

Resources Related To Teacher Support

. Training,sessions,classes,seminars,andcycle meetings,
parking,hours 11 19.3%

. Teacherconsultant 2 3.5%. Teacher'sguidesand other in2bookspublications 2 3.5%

. Textbooks 1 1.8%

Resources Related Primarily To Reading

. Books; books too easy or too hard 7 12.3%

. Blue backpacksand binders 3 5.3%. Readaloud 1 1.8%. Tapes 1 1.8%

. Fairvtale aenre 1 1.8%

Resources Related Primarily To Writing

. Pen pal letters 3 5.3%. Notebooks 2 3.5%. Teacher iournal 2 3.5%

Miscellaneous, Rubrics, Paperwork, Time/Deadlines, Bulletin Board,
Faxes

. Scoringrubric 3 5.3%. Too much paperwork; disorganized paperwork 3 5.3%

. Miscellaneous 3 5.3%

. Time and deadlines 2 3.5%

. Bulletin board stuff/ faxes 2 3.5%

Table 4. Frequency of Responses by Category: Least Valuable Resources
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PERCENT OF
RESPONSE CATEGORIES NUMBER OF TOTAL (31)
UNDETERMINED AS TO WHETHER MOST OR LEAST VALUABLE RESPONSES RESPONSES

Resources Related To Teacher Support

. Bookguidesand Resourcebooks 5 16.1%

. Textbooksand the Writing Process 4 12.9%

. Genresessionsand Eveningprofessionaldevelopment 3 9.7%

. Teacherconsultants 2 6.5%

. Professionalpresenters 1 3.2%

. Handouts 1 3.2%

ResourcesRelatedPrimarilyTo Reading

. Readingand discussingbooks 5 16.1%. Tapes 3 9.7%. Readalouds 2 6.5%

ResourcesRelatedPrimarilyTo Writing. Pen pals 1 3.2%
. Visual Drofiles 1 3.2%

Rubrics And Calendars

. Rubrics 2 6.5%. Calendars 1 3.2%

Table 5. Frequency of Responses by Category: Undetermined
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PERCENT OF
NUMBER OF TOTAL (225)

RESPONSE CATEGORIES FOR PEDAGOGICAL CHANGES RESPONSES RESPONSES

No Changes Made
10 4.4%

. No 4 1.8%

. No, and negative comment 2 0.9%

. Not really. 2 0.9%

. No need to (given consistency with current reading program)

. No, but Dositive comment 1 0.4%

Adjustments; Changes "Somewhat" Made; "Yes and No;"
7 3.1%

. No, but some adjustments were made 7 3.1%

. Somewhat:
0 Letter writing
0 Overall writing, although had always provided daily

writing expo and making connections.
0 More time focusing on reading/writing connections
0 Writing conferences, but too much information
0 Student-teacher conferences, rubrics, integrating

lessons
0 Multiple examples of modeling
0 D.E.A.R.time usedfor In2Books

. Yes and No 1 0.4%

. Yes, in certainareas, but not in others 1 0.4%

Changes Made'. Yes 135 60.0%. Yes but for the worse (e.g., less time to do writing 3 1.3%
workshops/fewer workshops in order to have time to write
letters)

. Yes, but could be + or- 1 0.4%

Other/Off-Topic" 51 22.7%

Table 6. Frequency of Responses by Category: Whether Pedagogical Changes
Have Occurred

,
For the frequency table of perceived changes, see Table 7.

"For the frequency table of the "other" and off-topic categories, see Table 8.
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PERCENTOF
RESPONSECATEGORIESFOR PERCEIVEDPEDAGOGICAL NUMBEROF TOTAL(225)
CHANGES RESPONSES RESPONSES
Yes, as a resultof In2Books,the followingclassroomteaching
Dractices have chanaed: 135 60%

Reading

. Questioning 5.8%13. Incorporated effective reading strategies 8 3.6%

. Genre study 5 2.2%

. Book discussions and more time for discussions 4 1.8%

. More time spent reading (and stories read in greater 3 1.3%
detail)

. Read alouds 3 1.3%

. Independent reflection 2 0.9%

. Daily silent reading 1 0.4%

. Relatingstories to previouslyreadbooks 1 0.4%

. Organizereadingsessions 1 0.4%

. Increasedfocuson readinqneeds 1 0.4%

Writing

. Amountof time spent teachingwriting!or amountof time
writing 10 4.4%

. Increasedemphasis/focuson writing. Use graphicorganizersin writing
9 4.0%
6 2.7%. Increasedwritingactivities;moreprocesswriting 5 2.2%

. Improvedat teachingwriting 5 2.2%

. Pen pals 4 1.8%

. Responding 3 1.3%. Moreknowledgeableaboutwriting 2 0.9%

. Organizewriting process 2 0.9%

. Writingworkshop 1 0.4%

. Journalwriting 1 0.4%. Businessletterwritingcontest 1 0.4%

. Summarization 1 0.4%

Miscellaneous

. Planning;easierplanning;morethoughtfuland analytical
in planning 6 2.7%

. Accountability 2 0.9%

. "Morein-depth." 1 0.4%. Connections 4 1.8%. Mini-lessons 2 0.9%

. Rubrics 2 0.9%

. Conferencing 3 1.3%. Parentmotivation 1 0.4%

. Levelinq/addressalilearninq stvles/differentiation 2 0.9%

Specifics. Talkingchips 2 0.9%
. Bearshare 1 0.4%
. Fishbowl 1 0.4%
. Readerresponsechart 1 0.4%
. Kooshball 1 0.4%
. Body Movement strategy 1 0.4%
. Actina out from imaQination Quest 1 0.4%

Broadlv aeneral 11 4.9%

Table 7. Frequency of Responses by Category: Perceived Pedagogical Changes
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PERCENT OF
RESPONSE CATEGORIES FOR OFF-TOPIC RESPONSES TO NUMBER OF TOTAL (225)
PEDAGOGICAL CHANGES RESPONSES RESPONSES

Impact on Students
. studententhusiasm,especiallyfor pen pals 4 1.8%
. studentmotivation 3 1.3%
. improvedstudentachievementandcomprehension 3 1.3%
. improvedwriting 2 0.9%
. studentenjoyment 1 0.4%. studentparticipation 1 0.4%. more books readas classor in groups 1 0.4%
. studentsare askinggreatquestions 1 0.4%
. developinastudentsattentionspans 1 0.4%

Impact on Teachers' Professional Self-Improvement
. improvedsenseof awareness;of stayingon topic,of 3 1.3%

importanceof reading,of students'abilities. improved respect for teaching reading 2 0.9%
. increase in confidence and preparedness 2 0.9%
. increase in patience 1 0.4%
. improved feel on how to enaaae students 1 0.4%

Source of Changes: Professional development and presenters 13 5.8%
Source of Chanaes: Handouts and book guides 2 0.9%

Miscellaneous 10 4.4%

Table 8. Frequency of Responses by Category: Off-Topic Responses
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PERCENT OF

RESPONSE CATEGORIES NUMBER OF TOTAL (188)

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESPONSES RESPONSES

None
. Praise for professional development 14 7.1%
. No suggestions: All is good 11 5.9%
. No suggestions 8 4.3%
. N/A 3 1.6%

Scheduling of Classes, Number and Length of Sessions 21 11.2%
. Time of class; More flexibility to allow teachers to get

there 9 4.8%
. Limit lengthof sessions;Fewersessionsoverall. Time consumina 1 0.5%

Quality of the Sessions
. Don'tcram so much intothe sessions;Go moreslowly 7 3.7%
. Morefocusedsessions;Clearergoals 5 2.7%
. Needgrade levelmodelingof strategiesand examples 5 2.7%. Needsto be more interestinginformation 3 1.6%. Less repetitive 2 1.1%
. Needsto be consistent 1 0.5%
. Needsto be more relevant 1 0.5%
. Needsto be easier;Too muchwork 1 0.5%

Location and Class Size
. Changelocation;Rotatesessions/workshopsto individual 14 7.4%

schools. Limit class size 5 2.7%

Content of the Sessions
. More focus on or cover the following specific topics; Less 14 7.4%

focus on others
0 More focus on how to teach children who are

behind.
0 More focus on how to motivate inner city

children and parents.
0 More sessions that give specific teaching ideas

like the genre session and the book guides.
0 More explanation of writing expectations for

student's letters may be helpful.
0 More discussion about how to talk about the

books, activities, more strategies.
0 Teaching advanced phonics through literature.
0 More interest in the work we are doing with

In2Books and sharing the extension exercises
with other teachers.

0 Less focus on rubrics.
0 Stop harping on the rubrics.
0 Include more of the "genre study" info.
0 More time focused on the writing process.
0 I would like to see more lessons on how

introduce the themes.
0 Also I wish there was more emphasis on

management around special needs and
severely below-level students.

0 Perhaps a workshop of an "ideal" writing
workshop.

Table 9. Frequency of Responses by Category: Suggestions for Improving
Professional Development
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RESPONSECATEGORIES PERCENTOF
SUGGESTIONSFORIMPROVINGPROFESSIONALDEVELOPMENT NUMBEROF TOTAL(188)
(Continued) RESPONSES RESPONSES

Numberof Breakoutsand Hands-OnActivitiesvs. Numberof Main
RoomSessions

. Morehands-on,interactiveactivities;Lesswriting,more 5 2.7%
doing

. Fewer/shorterbreakoutsessions 4 2.1%

. Use breakoutroommore; Praisefor breakouts;Criticism 3 1.6%
of main roomsessions

TeacherInput. Needteacher (andteacherconsultant)inputand needto
assessteacherknowledaeprior to sharina info 9 4.8%

Mandatoryvs. Optional;HoursReceived
. Do Not MakeSummerSessionsMandatory;Less 5 2.7%

InformativeForVeteranIn2booksTeachers;Make
SummerSessionOptionalForVeteranIn2books
Teachers

. CreditAnd Seat Hours 3 1.6%. Make Genre Classes Mandatorv 1 0.5%

Handouts
. Lesspaperwork 5 2.7%. Issues with aivina out book auides 2 1.1%

Presenters/Facil itators
. Need experts 3 1.6%
. Negative facilitators; Meaner? Facilitators 2 1.1%
. Too specific 1 0.5%

Networking
. More interaction/networkingtime/opportunities;Don't

separatepeers 4 2.1%

Miscellaneous
. Additionalhelp for newteachers 2 1.1%
. Dinner issues 2 1.1%
. Improvecommunicationbetweenin2booksandcontact 1 0.5%

teachers. Keepsummerintroductionworkshop 1 0.5%

Off-Topicand NonspecificResponses
. Off-topicsuggestionsnot pertainingto professional 7 3.7%

developmentper se
. Nonspecificsuggestionsregardingprofessional 2 1.1%

development. Off-topic criticism 1 0.5%
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RESPONSECATEGORIES PERCENTOF
SUGGESTIONSFORIMPROVINGRUBRICS NUMBEROF TOTAL(184)

RESPONSES RESPONSES

SUGGESTIONS 85 46.2%

Improvebrevity,simplicity,and clarityof the rubrics
. Needto be lesswordy,detailed;fewer levelsand 16 8.7%

items;needsto be shorter. Needto be lesscomplexand confusing 12 6.5%
. Needsto be morestudent-friendly 3 1.6%. Needto be less repetitive 1 0.5%
. Needto be less time-consumina 1 0.5%

Alignwith standards. Needto be alienedwith standardsand DCPSrubrics 10 5.4%

Improvereliabilityin scoringthe rubrics
. Needoutsidescorerfor secondunbiasedopinionand 8 4.3%

to serveas basisfor comparison. Need to be more consistent 1 0.5%

Make rubrics grade-level specific; de-emphasize primary
grades; Address special ed., and ESL students

. Need to be grade-level specific 6 3.3%

. Should be less emphasis at primary grades 1 0.5%

. Does not adequately address special ed or ESL 1 0.5%

students

Improve understanding of the rubrics
. Need more workshops on rubrics; more training during 4 2.2%

sessions
. Needsupplementalrubricmaterials 2 1.1%. Needexamples 1 .5%

Providerubricsearlierandwith eachactivity for eachbook
. Providethem earlierso theycan be incorporatedfrom 5 2.7%

the start. Needsto be providedwith eachactivitvfor eachbook 1 0.5%

Eliminaterubricsaltogether 4 2.2%

Improvepracticalityof the rubrics
. Needto be more realistic/applicable 2 1.1%. Needto be lessstrict 1 0.5%

Improvegeneralizabilityto otherclassroomuses
. Needmore aeneric rubrics 2 1.1%

Miscellaneoussuggestions
. Don't like to pickout student'sworkas examples 1 0.5%. Discussiondoes not matchteachersexpectations- 1 0.5%

frustrating. Should be shared 1 0.5%

Table 10. Frequency of Responses by Category: Suggestions for Improving Rubrics
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RESPONSE CATEGORIES PERCENT OF
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING RUBRICS NUMBER OF TOTAL(184)

(continued) RESPONSES RESPONSES

NO SUGGESTIONS 99 53.8%

General positive, including praise for and benefits of rubrics -
no suggestions noted. General praise for rubrics (e.g., helpful, excellent, great, 21 11.4%

good, fine, super, effective, etc.)
. Benefits of rubrics

0 Provides visual display of expectations; 4 2.2%
Students know what is expected of them

0 Helps teachers in knowing what to look for in 2 1.1%
writing

0 Has led to improvement 2 1.1%
0 Are meaningful/important 2 1.1%
0 Aligns with standards 1 0.5%
0 Helps increase awareness of how to improve 1 0.5%

reading/writing/vocabulary skills
0 Have multiple uses 1 0.5%
0 Hascausedno problems 1 0.5%
0 Other 2 1.1%

None, not applicable, not available, no need for improvement. None/Nosuggestions 11 6.0%. Not applicable 4 2.2%
. Rubricsnot available 3 1.6%
. No need to imoroverubrics 1 0.5%

Commentson frequencyof rubricsuse- no suggestions
noted. Don't use them; havenot beendone;havenot been 8 4.3%

able to use them
. Praisefor rubrics,but indicatedthey needto use rubrics 6 3.3%

moreoften;. Accept rubricsas a guide,but don't alwaysusethem 4 2.2%. Sometimesuse them;sometimesdon't 1 0.5%

Generalnegativeregardingrubrics- no suggestionsnoted 1 0.5%
. Not a big fan 1 0.5%
. Not useful 1 0.5%. Shouldbe revised. 1 0.5%. They "don't keep me" 1 0.5%
. Thev take the fun out of the orocess.

Off-topic 3 1.6%
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